
HOYAN BARBECUES

Heat and Design.
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PLEASURE OF COOKING 
UNDER THE SUN

For the pleasant moments spent in making of crunchy 
grilled food, soft and juicy dishes under the lid, golden 
fried in a pan or stew we provide top quality barbecues 
made out from firebricks and natural stone Bihacit and 
travertine or coated with the painted cement mortar.
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❶ Do you want covered or uncovered version  
of barbecue?
Covered (indoor) version of the barbecue means a 
barbecue placed on the terrace under eaves or in the 
interior. In this case, it is mandatory to use a tin plate 
above the grill and the flue duct. If there is a chimney 
that tin plate has to be connected to, you have to 
pay attention to the required chimney profile. When 
installing in indoor areas, it is necessary to provide fresh 
air supply and installation of the ash box.
The uncovered (outdoor) design is exterior, freely 
exposed to all atmospheric conditions. Barbecue is 
placed at sufficient distance from the facilities due to flue 
gases which are coming out through a concrete mask. It 
is not possible to use wooden elements due to moisture 
from the atmosphere. Grill needs to be laid on a concrete 
base with a minimum thickness of 15 cm, depending on 
the load capacity of the ground.

❷ Would you like to prepare smaller quantities of food 
or spice up your meals on spit? 
Depending on whether you need a bigger grill or a daily 
snack preparation, you have to decide which width of the 
firebox you need.
In Hoyan’s BBQ collection, there is a smaller, family grille 
of 66 to 100 cm wide, which will certainly meet the 
needs of a larger family. For larger parties it is necessary 
a larger inserts width 100 - 130 cm, and for a full 
barbecue it is possible to recommend the width of the 
insert  150 cm.
In this case, it is necessary to provide access to the spit 
rotation motor from the side.

❸ Would you like to prepare food under baking bell? 
If you want to prepare food under baking bell in your 
barbecue grill, for 50 cm bell diameter the minimum 
required depth of the firebox is 80 cm, as well as 80 cm 
wide. If you want to choose a smaller BBQ, we can offer 
a smaller baking bell which is 40 cm in diameter.

❹ Which style of BBQ design matches your indoor  
and outdoor space?
Modena is a new collection of barbecues that stands 
out with full minimalism and flat surfaces, which is why 
it is particularly interesting for architects and all lovers 
of geometric design. Ovalis is a contemporary collection 
of barbecues whose features are mildly rounded lines 
of the frontal elements. This style of barbecue is suited 
for installation in simple design spaces, with houses 
of strict geometric lines. Apolis is a series of simple 
grills, discreetly decorated on the front with a string of 
chamotte bricks. Due to the combination of only two 
types of material (chamotte brick and cement mortar),  
this grill can be incorporated into any style of space.
Models from the Rustikana series are coated with a 
colorfully tones of stone travertine and with neutral 
greyish Bihacite stone heads and bolts.

❺ Which extra elements for barbecue you need?
In accordance with the limits of space and of course your 
financial resources, preparing food in a walled barbecue 
can be especially fun and interesting if you anticipate 
some of the additional grid elements: a metal grille of 
the appropriate dimensions, a small family baking oven, 
a benches next to a barbecue for storing food and 
accessories , workbenche with a sink, built-in refrigerator, 
kettle, ice-maker... If you still have a similar style of 
designing your table and garden bench, life in warm 
weather can be pleasantly moved to the terrace.

A barbecue or garden fireplace is an indispensable part of every 
home. It is possible to see it equally in small and modest, as well as 
in luxuriously landscaped courtyards because the preparation of 
outdoor food is a special experience for the whole family. If you want 
to decorate your garden or a summer kitchen with a barbecue that 
will attract the glimpses and complete the feeling of outdoor living, 
be sure to consider several important questions:



model in the photo firebox

width depth height width depth

204 85  277 90 62 

Naos
A modern BBQ with yellow 
firebricks insert and bench 
covered in black granite slab
possible variants: 
 ▪ indoor or outdoor design
 ▪ additional workbenches, sink 

4 Naos, outdoor design

Naos, basic model

CONTEMPORARY  
BARBECUES



model in the photo firebox

width depth height width depth

269 132  300 90 62 

model in the photo firebox

width depth height width depth

292 85  277 80 51 

collection Modena

Vega
A modern BBQ opened from both sides, 
with yellow firebricks firebox, poles 
and bench made out of stone Bihacit, 
Kashmeere White granite slab,  
sink and cabinets
possible variants: 
 ▪ indoor or outdoor design
 ▪ additional workbenches, sink 

A modern BBQ with black firebrick 
insert and bench covered in black  
granite slab
possible variants: 
 ▪ indoor or outdoor design
 ▪ additional workbenches, sink 

Pegas

5Naos, outdoor design

Pegas, basic model

Pegas, outdoor design

Vega, indoor model

Modena is a new collection of barbecues that stands out with full 
minimalism and flat surfaces, which is why it is particularly interesting 
for architects and all lovers of geometric design.



model in the photo firebox

width depth height width depth

355 110  270 90 102 

Atria
A modern BBQ with bread oven (La Flamme Ø 70 cm), black 
firebricks firebox, poles and bench made out of stone Bihacit, 
Dalmatia Beige marble slab, sink and cabinets
possible variants: 
 ▪ indoor or outdoor design
 ▪ additional workbenches, sink
 ▪ installation of lifting or lateral doors
 ▪ installation of lighting in the insert

6 Atria, indoor model

Atria, basic model



A modern BBQ with black firebrick insert 
and frame made out of stone Bihacit
possible variants: 
 ▪ indoor or outdoor design
 ▪ additional workbenches, sink
 ▪ installation of lifting or  

lateral doors
 ▪ installation of lighting  

in the insert

collection Modena

7Lira, indoor model

tap and sink by order

lifting BBQ door GV 900 

lighting in the firebox 
 RS 1000

door of the bread oven with the black frame 
(colored chamotte)

Lira

model in the photo firebox

width depth height width depth

180 110  270 90 92 

Lira, basic model



Zond B, outdoor design

Zond S, outdoor design

Zond
A modern BBQ with side walls made 
out of Bihacit with yellow firebricks 
firebox
possible variants: 
 ▪ indoor or outdoor design
 ▪ additional workbenches, sink 
 ▪ ZOND B - side walls made out of 

Bihacit
 ▪ ZOND S - side walls covered  

with mineral plaster „Sep“ 

Zond B, outdoor design with the workbenches

model in the photo firebox

width depth height width depth

140 103  240 90 87
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Phobos

Zond B, outdoor design

A modern BBQ with bread oven (La Flamme Ø 70 cm),  
side walls made out of Bihacit, yellow firebricks  
firebox and Kashmeere White granite slab 
possible variants: 
 ▪ indoor or outdoor design
 ▪ additional workbenches, sink
 ▪ PHOBOS B - side walls made out of Bihacit
 ▪ PHOBOS S - side walls covered with mineral plaster „Sep“ 

Phobos B, unutarnji modified design

Phobos B, outdoor design

model in the photo firebox

width depth height width depth

369 116  270 90 87 
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collection Ovalis
Ovalis is a contemporary collection of barbecues whose features are mildly 
rounded lines of the frontal elements. This style of barbecue is suited for 
installation in simple design spaces, with houses of strict geometric lines.

Phobos B, outdoor design



Aris

Arion

A modern BBQ with yellow firebricks firebox and 
colored cement mortar
possible variants: 
 ▪ indoor or outdoor design
 ▪ additional workbenches 

 

A modern BBQ with firebox and decorative 
element made out of yellow firebricks and colored  
cement mortar
possible variants: 
 ▪ indoor or outdoor design
 ▪ additional workbenches 

 

Aris, outdoor design

Arion, outdoor design

model in the photo firebox

width depth height width depth

175 77  233 95 65 

standard model firebox

width depth height width depth

154 66  230 80 56 
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Albatros
A modern BBQ with red firebricks firebox, Bihacit beam, 
coated with stone Travertin and cement mortar
possible variants: 
 ▪ indoor or outdoor design
 ▪ additional workbenches 

 

model in the photo firebox

width depth height width depth

154 66  230 80 56

Orion
A modern BBQ with firebox and decorative element 
made out of yellow firebricks with round edges and 
colored cement mortar
possible variants: 
 ▪ indoor or outdoor design
 ▪ additional workbenches 

 

Apolis is a series of simple grills, discreetly decorated 
on the front with a string of chamotte bricks. Due 
to the combination of only two types of material 
(chamotte brick and cement mortar), this grill can be 
incorporated into any style of space.

 

collection Apolis
Aris, outdoor design

Albatros, outdoor design

Orion, outdoor design

model in the photo firebox

width depth height width depth

113 66 236 66 55 
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Atos

Ariston
A modern BBQ with bread oven (La 
Flamme Ø 70 cm), firebox and decorative 
element made out of yellow firebricks and 
colored cement mortar
possible variants: 
 ▪ indoor or outdoor design
 ▪ additional workbenches, sink
 ▪ mask with inner hood or sheet metal cap 

 

Atos, outdoor design

Ariston, outdoor design

model in the photo firebox

width depth height width depth

292 99  252 130 85 

model in the photo firebox

width depth height width depth

205 99  242 130 85

A modern BBQ with firebox and decorative element 
made out of yellow firebricks and colored cement mortar
possible variants: 
 ▪ indoor or outdoor design
 ▪ additional workbenches, sink
 ▪ rake engine left or right
 ▪ mask with inner hood or sheet metal cap
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Argon

collection Apolis

A modern BBQ with firebox and decorative 
element made out of yellow firebricks and 
colored cement mortar
possible variants: 
 ▪ indoor or outdoor design
 ▪ additional workbenches, sink
 ▪ rake engine left or right
 ▪ mask with inner hood or sheet metal cap

Argon, outdoor design with the workbench

Argon, modified design with the workbench

Argon, outdoor design

standard model firebox

width depth height width depth

224 121  257 150 106 
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 ▪ width 137 cm, depth 77 cm
 ▪ height vanjskog modela 241 cm, 
 ▪ height do grede 157 cm
 ▪ width ložišta 77 cm
 ▪ dodatna klupa 77 x 44 cm

rustikalni roštilj s fireboxm od crvene 
šamotne opeke, gredom i glavama od 
Bihacita, obložen kamenom travertinom 
i cementnom žbukom
possible variants: 
 ▪ indoor or outdoor design
 ▪ additional workbenches 

 

Bonaca

RUSTICAL 
BARBECUES

Bonaca, outdoor design with the workbenches

Bonaca, vanjski kutni model Bonaca, unutarnji modified design Bonaca, outdoor design with the workbenches
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A rustical BBQ with red firebricks firebox, 
Bihacit beam, coated with stone Travertin 
and cement mortar
possible variants: 
 ▪ indoor or outdoor design
 ▪ additional workbenches 

 

model in the photo firebox

width depth height width depth

137 77  241 77 68 



 ▪ width 126cm, depth 66 cm
 ▪ height vanjskog modela 227 cm, 
 ▪ height do grede 158 cm
 ▪ width ložišta 70 cm
 ▪ dodatna klupa 77 x 44 cm

rustikalni roštilj s fireboxm od žute šamotne 
opeke, gredom i glavama od Bihacita, obložen 
kamenom travertinom i cementnom žbukom
possible variants: 
 ▪ indoor or outdoor design
 ▪ additional workbenches 

 

Aurora

Aurora Mozaic

RUSTICAL 
BARBECUES

collection Rustikana
Models from the Rustikana series are coated with a colorfully 
tones of stone travertine and with neutral greyish Bihacite 
stone heads and bolts. Due to its strong association with the 
tradition and atmosphere of a warm home, the rustic style of 
design is especially popular in our regions.

Bonaca, outdoor design with the workbenches

Aurora, outdoor designAurora, outdoor design

Aurora Mozaic, outdoor design
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A rustical BBQ with yellow firebricks firebox, 
Bihacit beam, coated with stone Travertin and 
cement mortar
possible variants: 
 ▪ indoor or outdoor design
 ▪ additional workbenches 

 

rustical BBQ with yellow firebricks firebox, Bihacit 
beam, coated with Bihacit mozaic classic 
 ▪ indoor or outdoor design
 ▪ additional workbenches 

 

model in the photo firebox

width depth height width depth

126 66  227 70 65 

model in the photo firebox

width depth height width depth

126 66  227 70 65 



Levant
A rustical BBQ with yellow 
firebricks firebox, Bihacit detail, 
coated with old bricks and cement 
mortar
possible variants: 
 ▪ indoor or outdoor design
 ▪ concrete or wooden beam 

(indoor design) 
 ▪ additional workbenches 

 

A rustical BBQ with yellow firebricks firebox,  
Bihacit beam, coated with stone Travertin  
and cement mortar
possible variants: 
 ▪ indoor or outdoor design
 ▪ concrete or wooden beam (indoor design) 
 ▪ additional workbenches 

 
basic model firebox

width depth height width depth

126 66  227 70 56

model in the photo firebox

width depth height width depth

144 88  257 90 75 

Morena

Morena, outdoor design s klupama

Levant, outdoor design
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Gortez

Garibaldi

collection Rustikana

Morena, outdoor design s klupama

Garibaldi, outdoor design

Gortez, indoor model s klupama

Gortez, outdoor design s bakrenom kapom

Gortez, outdoor design s napom

model in the photo firebox

width depth height width depth

222 121  250 150 104 

model in the photo firebox

width depth height width depth

268 121  230 120 84 
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A rustical BBQ with yellow firebricks firebox, Bihacit beam, 
coated with stone Travertin and cement mortar
possible variants: 
 ▪ indoor or outdoor design 
 ▪ concrete or wooden beam (indoor design) 
 ▪ additional workbenches, sink
 ▪ mask with inner hood or sheet metal cap

A rustical BBQ with the bread 
oven (La Flamme Ø 70 cm), yellow 
firebricks firebox, Bihacit beam, 
coated with stone Travertin and 
cement mortar 
possible variants: 
 ▪ indoor or outdoor design
 ▪ additional workbenches, sink
 ▪ concrete or wooden beam 

(indoor design) 
 ▪ mask with inner hood or sheet 

metal cap 



Tramontano, indoor model18

A rustical BBQ with yellow firebricks firebox,  
Bihacit beam, coated with stone Travertin  
and cement mortar
possible variants: 
 ▪ indoor or outdoor design
 ▪ concrete or wooden beam (indoor design) 
 ▪ additional workbenches, sink
 ▪ mask with inner hood or sheet metal cap

 

Tramontano

model in the photo firebox

width depth height width depth

180 99  230 120 83 



Tramontano Blanc
A rustical BBQ with yellow firebricks firebox, Bihacit 
beam, coated with stone Travertin and cement mortar
possible variants: 
 ▪ indoor or outdoor design
 ▪ concrete or wooden beam (indoor design) 
 ▪ additional workbenches, sink
 ▪ mask with inner hood or sheet metal cap

 

collection Rustikana

Tramontano Blanc with the workbenches

Tramontano, outdoor modifiied design with the workbenches Tramontano, indoor modified design with the workbench

Tramontano, indoor modified design with the workbench

A

B

C

D

Tramontano Blanc with the workbenches 19

standard model firebox

width depth height width depth

180 99  230 120 83 



model in the photo firebox

width depth height width depth

380 360  270 150 105

Gordion

Gordion, indoor model with the workbenches
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A rustical BBQ with the bread oven (La Flamme  
Ø 70 cm), yellow firebricks firebox, Bihacit beam,  
coated with stone Travertin and cement mortar
possible variants: 
 ▪ indoor or outdoor design
 ▪ concrete or wooden beam (indoor design) 
 ▪ additional workbenches, sink
 ▪ choice between several models of bread ovens 

(less than 80 cm in diameter)
 



Galiot
A rustical BBQ with the bread oven (PRO 950  
Ø 95 cm), yellow firebricks firebox, Bihacit beam, 
coated with stone Travertin and cement mortar
possible variants: 
 ▪ indoor or outdoor design
 ▪ concrete or wooden beam (indoor design) 
 ▪ additional workbenches, sink
 ▪ choice between several models of bread ovens 

(less than 120 cm in diameter)

collection Rustikana Galiot, indoor model with the workbenches
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model in the photo firebox

width depth height width depth

497 327  270 150 107 



Barbecues and bread ovens for restaurants
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BBQs in the restaurant Dravski motiv in Varaždin (Croatia) bread oven in the restaurant Mali Raj in Zagreb (Croatia)

rustical BBQ with bread ovens in the restaurant Gjalski in Zabok (Croatia)

BBQ in the restaurant Nick in Dubrovnik
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bread oven in the restaurant Palatin in Varaždin (Croatia) bread oven in the restaurant Verglec in Varaždin (Croatia)

rustical BBQ with bread ovens in the restaurant Mali Raj in Zagreb (Croatia)
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TRAY FOR FAT
stainless steel tray for fat  
120, 130, 150 or 170 cm

GRILLS AND 
ACCESSORIES

HF 500
grill for meat or fish 
mesh size w 40 x d 30 cm
7 forks 30 cm long
(min. width of the  
firebox 60 cm)

HF 700
grill for meat or fish 
mesh size w 65 x d 48 cm
9 forks 40 cm long
(min. width of the  
firebox 75 cm)

HF 1000
two grills for meat or fish, 
mesh w 40 x d 30 cm
14 forks 30 cm long
(min. width of the  
firebox 120 cm)

ALEXANDRIE
freestanding grill  
for meat or fish 
š 68,5 x d 44,5 x v 36,5 cm 

LOUQSOR
freestanding grill  
for meat or fish  
š 67 x d 36 x v 32 cm 

ASSOUN
freestanding grill  
for meat or fish 
w 47 x d 36 cm x h 32 cm

HF 1000 
stew pan, grill + plate
(min. width of the  
firebox 120 cm)

CREST
grill made from inox, 
with the three level,  
mesh w 52 x d 30 cm
(min. width of the  
firebox 60 cm)

ref. 680

ref. 483

ref. 485
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SKEWER
stainless steel skewer 
with needles 120, 130, 
150 or 170 cm

SD1 - 115
wood rack 
w 50 x d 36 x h 166 cm

PR - 115 R
accessories for BBQ 
(embers shovel, rake  
and craper) 100/104 cm

PR - 115 S
accessories for BBQ 
(embers shovel, rake  
and craper) 100/104 cm

FGM - ACM 40
accessories for bread oven 
(rake, brass brush, ashes 
shovel, inox spatula Ø 18 
cm and 26 cm) 120 cm

MOTOR 
motor for skewer  
12 V - 40 or 80 kg
(Alternative Transmission 
Battery Drive)

GRATE 
grate for holding fire 
120, 130, 150 or 170 cm

HANDELS
contemporary or rustic 
appearance of the 
handle for accessory  
and forks (at the 
customer’s request)

POT
copper pot 5 l with chain

PEKA
cast iron baking bell  
Ø 50 cm with lifter 

For top quality grilled delicacies, we also offer a wide 
range of meat and fish equipment. The lights  
are available in standard sizes, customized  
for our models of the barbecues,  
and it is possible to make it
measured by your needs.

IOWA garden fire 
freestanding cast iron grillref. 3140 ref. 493



BREAD OVENS
The bread ovens of our French partner Four Grand Mere are made 
of compressed mortar, reinforced with steel fibers, which ensures 
the strength and longevity of the material. It is possible to choose 
bread oven made of smooth mortar or firebricks, and one with 
their special rounded shape offers the ultimate gourmet pleasure. 
In the bread oven, besides all we know pizzas and breads, we can 
prepare various meat delicacies, stews and cakes.

At the time of baking the wood baking furnace  
gives the heat:
▪ through direct contact with the surface  
  plate with food
▪ convection, hot air through the bricks
▪ by casting a vault and a fire
Bread oven is the only baking appliance that 
combines three modes of heat transfer.
For detailed information look at our website  
in article about bread ovens.
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Le Flamme (F 700 A)
bread oven from chamotte concrete (6 pieces)
diameter inside Ø 0.70 m, baking space 0.37 m²

Le Grand Flamme (F 1030C)
bread oven from chamotte concrete
diameter inside Ø 1.03 m, baking space 0.83 m²

Gourmet Pro (F 950 B)
bread oven from chamotte bricks
diameter inside Ø 0.95 m, baking space 0.70 m²

F 1350 B
bread oven from chamotte bricks
dimensions inside - w 1.07 x d 1.54 m, 
baking space 0.93 m²

Marmiton (F 700 B)
bread oven from chamotte bricks 
diameter inside Ø 0.70 m, baking space 0.37 m²

F 1500 B 
bread oven from chamotte bricks
dimensions inside - w 1.17 x d 1.70 m, 
baking space 1.23 m²



As part of its business approach, Hoyan company continues to improve its products with its partners, and the illustrations and dimensions in this 
brochure are informative and can’t be considered as contractual documents. The materials shown (stone, wood, marble, granite, shamot ...) can be 
distinguished by color, relief and texture from their actual state. These differences are not perceived as a shortcoming, but merely as a result of the 
usual diversity of natural materials and the objective impossibility of interpretation through the press. The offer of our company or our partners can 
be changed without notice, so please check the actual information by phone. Hoyan is confined to possible printing mistakes.

All displayed models of indoor and 
outdoor BBQ can be delivered as 
standard models or custom space, 
with the desired type of material. 
There are several payment 
methods available, please contact 
us for more details. 

Zagrebačka 62, 42222 Ljubešćica, Croatia
phone: +385 42 623 800, fax: +385 42 623 320 
e-mail: info@kaminihoyan.hr 
 

k a m i n i h o y a n . h r

Call us and arrange
a visit to your home!

+385 99 7368 635

Free visit of  
our expert
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